
“Harckocsi Assault” 

Filyanovka, Russia — July 13, 1941 
On the 25th of June, Hungary entered the fighting in Russia in support of Operation Barbarossa.  
The Hungarians would focus on securing the Zaleschchiki-Kolomyya-Stanislav area as their initial 
operational objective. Soviet Border and mountain rifle troops would offer the primary resistance to 
the Hungarian advance. The advance was slowed also by the terrain and the Hungarians only able to 
advance 10km in four days. The Soviets retreated slowly as the Axis forces pressed them along the 
entire front. By mid-July, the Hungarians of the 6th Motorized Battalion were driving towards Fi-
lyanovka. After crossing the creek at Minkovtsy, the men of the 6th Motorized Battalion were con-
fronted with Soviet mountain-rifle troops defending a hill known as Height 306. 

 

VICTORY CONDITIONS: The Hungarians win at game end if there are no good 
order Russian MMC’s on or adjacent to a Level 2 Hex. 

Board Configuration:  
(Board 66)  
Only Rows R-GG are playable. 

Aftermath:  Defending Height 306 would be a contingent of company-sized Soviet mountain riflemen, Armed with machine guns and anti-
tanks guns, the Soviets prepared to stop the Hungarian advance. The Hungarian infantry were supported by Toldi tanks. The hidden Soviet anti
-tank guns would take a toll of the Hungarian armor, but the combined armed assault would take Height 306 around 5:30 PM. And by twilight 
of the 13th, the Hungarians would arrive at the edge of Filyanovka. 

Scenario GJ125 

Special Rules/Notes:  
1. EC are Moderate with no wind at start.  
2. The Stream is shallow (B20.4). 
 
 
 

 
  

Elements of the 6th Motorized Battalion & Composite Light Tank Company  (ELR 4) (SAN 3) (Set up: enter Turn 1 on the west edge) 

Russian Player Sets up first 
1 2 3 4 5 

Hungarian Player moves first 

Elements Russian 96th Mountain Rifle Division  (ELR 3) (SAN 4) (Set up: east of Row W) 
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